
Who Are We?
Over the years we have built an enviable
reputation for providing a reliable,
quality focused coach hire and
transport service consistantly
delivering coach, minibus and
small vehicle hire with a friendly
and down to earth approach.

Our team have over 50
years experience in
managing transport
solutions both in the UK
and throughout Europe
so we know exactly what
can and cannot be provided. 
Our service is based upon our
ability to work closely with our
nationwide network of coach
operators ensuring that both
in service and coach quality
they always match our high
standards at the lowest
possible cost.

Our Fleet
Coach Hire Booking own and operate their own fleet of executive
vehicles.  We can provide a range of coach sizes ranging from an 8 seater
executive minibus to a 55 seater executive coach.

Every one of our coaches as well
as those of our partners have
undergone rigorous
compliance checks to ensure
they are licensed, insured
and meet the stringent
safety criteria demanded of
vehicles and drivers.

or you are involved in organising a large staff transfer, we can provide you
with the most appropriate transport solution to match your requirements,
whether it be for 2 or 5000 passengers.

Coach Hire Booking are able to provide the following additional services
to event and conference organisers who book transport with us.

If you are planning a trip to a racecourse, we are ideally suited to helping
you with your racecourse coach hire questions.  We have built strategic
partnerships with many racecourses throughout the country to ensure
our customers get to where they need to be and on time.

  “don’t
leave quality and

safety to chance, let
us look after all your

coach hire
requirements”

“we don’t
charge booking or

administration
fees”

              The versatility of 
    our service means
         we can provide
     tailor-made transport
       solutions for just about
any circumstance.

Our team of dedicated experts are
available 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year allowing us to provide the
best customer service possible.
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Event Transport
Coach Hire Booking pride ourselves
with the ability to manage passengers
who are attending large events and
conferences.  We can advise,
co-ordinate and execute the best
solution for you.

If you need to organise event transport
and need to move staff or clients for an event, 


